Directed by: JENNIFER MILLER

Collaboration with THE LAST

Writing by:

CHARI-VARI → MADDY SCHUTZMAN
MAY I TAKE YOUR ORDER → NOELLE KALOM
THE BALLAD OF GEORGE BUSHWACK → JENNY ROMAINE
DIVAS OF DECONSTRUCTION → JON SNELL

Transcriptions by: JULIAN HINTZ

Thank you!

Additional music by:

HENRY MANCINI + BERNARD HERMAN + DELIGHT

Design → Sets + Props + Costumes:

Design Director: JONATHAN BERGER
With Wave: MAGGIE NEUWALD, DANA CROTEAU, DAROLYN ROBERTSON, SCOTT HERON, ALESSANDRA NICHOLS.

Special Assignments:

Home → JAMIE LEO
Duck Heads → MEREDITH HOLCHLIONS → ALESSANDRA NICHOLS
Big Puppet: CYPRESS + JOSHUA COHEN

Tech Director/Truck Driver:

Sir BECCA BLACKWELL

Midway Organizer → LISA FISAR

Interns → CASEY EDWARDS, MAGGIE NEUWALD, DANA CROTEAU, DAROLYN ROBERTSON

Thank you: JENNY MONSON, CASEY EDWARDS, PAPRIKA, TANYA + SUPERFINE,
Great small works, materials for the Arts: BEN MEYERS, GARY LAI PHYSICAL ARTS CENTER, KELLY HORRILLAN, DD DURRILL, SARAH JENKINS, CINDY GREENBERG, TRUDI COHEN, LAURA HELTON, MARY SORMELEY, MARIANNA RIZELLE,
PS 103, THE EVENT PRODUCERS + MICHIEL MANLOK,
JENNY ROMAINE, JONATHAN BERNER, SPECIAL THANKS TO MADDY SCHUTZMAN, THANK YOU TO THE ENTIRE CAST AND PRODUCTION TEAM FOR THEIR INSPIRING ENERGY AND CREATIVE INPUT.

Funding:

CIRCUS AMOK IS SPONSORED IN PART BY:
THE PUDDING FOUNDATION, THE NANCY QUINN FUND, A PROJECT OF ART/New York,

Thank you for coming to the show!

More info at: www.circusamok.org
PROGRAM

1. THE STUNNING STILTERS
2. CHARI - VARI
3. THE DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
4. HOME
5. "MAY I TAKE YOUR ORDER"
6. THE FABULOUS FRATELLIS BROTHERS ON THE LAM
7. THE QUAKER QUACKERS
8. THE PICTURE BALLAD OF GEORGIO BUSHWACK
9. THE FLYING FUGITIVES
10. THOSE GRAND DAME DIVAS OF MILITARY DECONSTRUCTION
11. LAND
12. GEORGIO AND HIS FEROUS FELINES
13. SECURITY
14. THE amazing ACROBATS

THE CAST

JOHNATHAN BERGER
ASHLEY BROCKINGTON
NOELLE KALOM
MICHELLE MATLOCK
JENNIFER MILLER
FABIO TAVARES
OSMANI TELLES
ROUSTABOUTS
CASEY EDWARDS
CYPRRESS
BARB MONOIAN

THE BAND

MUSICAL DIRECTOR + ACCORDIAN
JENNY ROMAINE
COMPOSER - IN - RESIDENCE + BAND LEADER + SOPRANO SAX + ALTO SAX + KACAPITAR:
TERRY DAME
TRUMPET:
MONA SEDAR
TROMBONE:
BEN MEYERS
BASS:
MARY FEASTER
DRUMS:
LISA FRISARI